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These books help children bring their favorite movie and television characters to life, following clear

step-by-step instructions. New steps are shown in blue, so you'll always know what's next.
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Even though I have already drawn good pictures of the Nemo characters, I bought this book to see

if it would help me improve, and I also hoped it would assist my friends and family (who are a bit

artistically challenged, yet still love Nemo). "How to Draw Finding Nemo" is a very cleverly written

book, from Marlin's point of view, and he describes each character (as well as the entire movie plot)

quite perfectly.The first day I got this book (today), I drew and colored 24 good pictures of the Nemo

characters. Each one is illustrated in detail and various poses, with helpful tips and hints. The book

includes Nemo, Marlin, Dory, the sharks, Nemo's school friend trio, and the whole Tank Gang. It's

only missing the turtles, for some reason. Anyway, it is a very nice drawing book.Like any "how to

draw" book, you may find it alot easier to draw without all those annoying 'guidelines' that you need

to erase. But unlike most "how to draw" books, this one makes it EASY to follow each step

individually and come out with a great drawing! Hey, I'm 16 and use it...this is NOT just for eight

year olds!My recommendations when using this book? First of all, USE IT. Don't just buy it, flip

through, and never draw any of the pictures. It shows you how to do so quite simply. I know it's



cheap. But still, use the thing! For instance, you may find Sheldon, as I did, easier to draw from his

final result (all those little lines on his head are complex.) For another, they lie only once in this

book. Jacques, it says, is half the size of Nemo? No, that's impossible. Jacques MUST BE BIGGER

than Nemo (just a bit, as in the film), or he would also be able to fit inside the filter.More examples

you wish? I shall gladly oblige! Gill is alot of fun to draw.
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